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Gap analysis in conservation 
planning for cultural & less 

lt ll difi d l dculturally modified landscapes:

Prospects for northern Garry oak 
i B i i h C l biecosystems in British Columbia



The 1992 anthem If I Had a MillionThe 1992 anthem, If I Had a Million 
Dollars by The Barenaked Ladies, 
mentions various things that people 

d i i l fcan do on receiving large sums of 
money However the song did notmoney. However, the song did not 
mention purchasing land and related p g
rights for the protection of critical 
habitat, a set of activities that has 

l t d th l t d daccelerated over the last decade. 



Today, agencies, organisations and 
individuals are increasingly making 
d i i h t i d ith tidecisions, over short periods with time 
constraints involving large sums ofconstraints, involving large sums of 
money for acquisition and protection y q p
of what are thought to be parcels of 
land with the most important, 

lnerable nder represented habitatvulnerable, under-represented habitat 
and associated elements of biologicaland associated elements of biological 
diversity.



Such priorities for expanding systems p p g y
of habitat protection represent a 

l i hcumulative response to the 
knowledge gained throughknowledge gained through 
monitoring of the effectiveness of o to g o t e e ect ve ess o
current programmes biological 
conservation for particular 

tecosystems. 



While there are often years of y
reports and recommendations for 
landscapes, sites and properties most 

ti t ti dwarranting protection and 
acquisition the actual arrival ofacquisition, the actual arrival of 
funds can be abrupt, disruptive and p , p
involve additional priorities. 



Northern Garry oak ecosystems in Canada 
have been one of three bioregions that have 
been subjects of ecosystem recoverybeen subjects of ecosystem recovery 
initiatives that since 2003 have been 
i i l li k d t k d th S iincreasingly linked to work under the Species 
At Risk Act (SARA). ( )





While protection, management and p , g
restoration of habitat modified by 
aboriginal land use practices 

i i b t lcomprise a growing, but poorly 
resolved set of concerns forresolved, set of concerns for 
biological conservation, little of this g ,
movement has had an impact on the 
conservation strategies for northern 
Garry oak ecosystemsGarry oak ecosystems.



In this example from the Strait of p
Georgia, an area sometimes referred 
to as the Salish Sea, there were more 
it ifi i t i t d ithsite-specific impacts associated with 

year-round and seasonal aboriginalyear round and seasonal aboriginal 
settlements and intensive forms of 
plant harvesting that involved some 
characteristics of agriculture. 



In exploring the needs and prospects 
for better acknowledgement and 
acco nting of c lt rall modifiedaccounting of culturally modified 
ecosystems and respective sites inecosystems and respective sites in 
biodiversity conservation planning, y p g
we argue that the best way to begin is 

i h h i i f hi fwith the mission of this conference: 
expanding the means for monitoringexpanding the means for monitoring 
the effectiveness of biological e e ec ve ess o b o og c
conservation. 



Exploring the relevance of the p g
gradients spanning pre-colonial 
culturally modified sites and less 
humanly modified areas tohumanly modified areas to 
biodiversity conservation planning,biodiversity conservation planning, 
with its necessary links to 
monitoring, is the focus of this 
di idiscussion. 



While many culturally modified sites 
have been inadvertently been 
conser ed ithin the bo ndaries ofconserved within the boundaries of 
protected and managed areas otherprotected and managed areas, other 
sites have been effectively y
disqualified from consideration for 
h i b i i f h i itheir obvious signs of human activity 

(effectively obstructing efforts for(effectively obstructing efforts for 
comprehensive biodiversity co p e e s ve b od ve s y
conservation). 



The implications of the confluence of 
better documentation of culturally 

difi d l d dimodified landscapes, expanding 
aboriginal legal prospects aroundaboriginal legal prospects around 
lands and resources, and the 2003 ,
Species At Risk Act have only begun 
to be explored. 



But all indications are that even ifBut all indications are that even if 
biologists were to continue to 
ignore these questions for Garry 

k i i doak ecosystems, activists and 
lawyers will notlawyers will not.



We can begin to explore the g p
implications of three so far under-
utilized bodies of theory and 

ti f tti i iti fpractice for setting priorities for 
new acquisition of land for morenew acquisition of land for more 
complete and secure protection of p p
the biological diversity of northern 
G k i hGarry oak ecosystems in south-
western British Columbia:western British Columbia: 



1. biodiversity conservation for y
culturally modified landscapes (in 
the context of broader programmes 
f d i ti h bit t )focused on more pristine habitats);

2. rapid biodiversity appraisal; and p y pp

3 l i3. gap analysis.



NORTHERN GARRY OAK 
ECOSYSTEMS: 

COMPONENTS, PROCESSES & 
STATUS



Variations on the Garry oak –y
Douglas fir savannah-woodland-
forest ecosystem configuration extend 
south to California with the northernsouth to California with the northern 
margins on some of the drier islandsmargins on some of the drier islands 
and mountain faces and valley 
bottoms in the extreme south-west of 
C dCanada.







The northern margins of Garry oak-g y
dominated ecosystems can involve a 
range of canopy formations from 
grassland with very few trees tograssland with very few trees to 
savannah to woodland. This farsavannah to woodland.  This far 
north, there are only three strata: 
herbaceous, shrub, and canopy 
ttrees. 



A number of structural aspects of p
northern Garry oak ecosystems make 
elements of associated biodiversity 
more vulnerable than others both inmore vulnerable than others – both in 
nature and through the impacts ofnature and through the impacts of 
land use: 
•summer drought  & water deficit;
t i i h•tree species comprise such an 

exceptional portion of the biomass;exceptional portion of the biomass;





•fire-climax & the crucial role of 
combustion in releasing nutrients 
trapped in biomass;trapped in biomass; 
•fire-resistant (dominant) trees (withfire resistant (dominant) trees (with 
thick bark);)
•long-standing dead wood and the 
k l f fi dkey role of fire; and
•highly diverse and high contrast•highly diverse and high contrast 
edges supported by Garry oak and edges suppo ed by G y o d
Douglas fir mosaics.







In contrast to much of the larger g
areas of Garry oak woodland and 
Douglas fir forest mosaics at higher 
l ti i th televations in north-western 

California and southern Oregon theCalifornia and southern Oregon, the 
mosaics even partially dominated by p y y
oaks around the Puget Sound and 
Strait of Georgia are relatively small 
and highly fragmentedand highly fragmented. 





Today’s northern Garry oak 
ecosystems, north of Olympia, 
Washington are less than 10 000Washington, are less than 10,000 
years old although many of theyears old although many of the 
constituting species, including this g p g
dominant tree species, probably 

d i foccurred in parts of 
the region in warmerthe region in warmer 
periods for millions pe ods o o s
of years. 



NORTHERN GARRY OAKNORTHERN GARRY OAK 
ECOSYSTEMS AS 
CULTURALLY MODIFIED



Human beings have been present and 
have generated impacts on the 
f ti f th t f thformation of the ecosystems of the 
Georgia Basin area since the end ofGeorgia Basin area since the end of 
the last glacial period – with a g p
possibility of some earlier presence 
from marine-based cultures from 
around the North Pacificaround the North Pacific. 



Cultural developments and perhapsCultural developments and perhaps 
various waves of human migrations 
transformed ecosystems around the 
St it f G iStrait of Georgia.



One of the best clues to the shifting 
increasingly cultural nature of 

th G k tnorthern Garry oak ecosystems, 
especially on Vancouver Island andespecially on Vancouver Island and 
the Gulf Islands, comes from pollen , p
records. After the melting of the last 
ice cap, 11,000 to 9,000 BP, the 
climate armed q icklclimate warmed quickly. 



By 7,500 BP, ecosystems dominated 
by Garry oak were established in the 
Georgia Basin and e panded in aGeorgia Basin and expanded in a 
climate than was warmer than that ofclimate than was warmer than that of 
today. Soon after Garry oak became y y
established in its current northern 

i h li hmargins, there was a cooling phase 
between 7 040 and 5 750 years BPbetween 7,040 and 5,750 years BP 
and Douglas fir and Western hemlock d oug s d Wes e e oc
increased. 



Curiously, the presence of Garry oak y, p y
does not appear to have declined as 
the climate cooled further 5,750 –
3 800 BP Some new force intensified3,800 BP. Some new force intensified 
at 3,800 – 1,050 BP. Oak appears toat 3,800 1,050 BP. Oak appears to 
have increased as the climate cooled 
while fire, whether natural or 
b i i l i d k dlaboriginal, increased markedly.



At various points in the last 5,000 p ,
years, some complexes of species 
and genotypes became largely 

i t d ith lt lassociated with cultural 
modification – at least in certainmodification at least in certain 
areas and in specific climatic and p
social periods. 



In recent centuries, communities ,
speaking Salish languages extended 
from central British Columbia south 

ll i t Owell into Oregon. 



While including a diversity of g y
practices and technologies, Salish 
food production in the Gulf Islands 

t d l fi hi d thcentred on salmon fishing and the 
gathering of root crops such asgathering of root crops, such as 
camas, Camassia spp., and wild , pp ,
onions, Allium spp., along with 
scores of other species. 



All of these root foods tended to 
thrive best in meadows particularly 
the sunnier sites that often have 
supported Garry oak The Douglassupported Garry oak. The Douglas 
fir forest was much lower in foodfir forest was much lower in food 
plants though did provide some 
berries and were used for hunting.



Other than assuming that aboriginal 
population levels in the Strait of 
Georgia ere m ch higher before theGeorgia were much higher before the 
1790s we have a very cursory1790s, we have a very cursory 
knowledge of land use and impacts. g p
Most likely, the extent of gathering, 
di i d b i ll hdigging, and burning may well have 
varied greatly with more impactvaried greatly with more impact 
before the nineteenth century.be o e e e ee ce u y.



In initially exploring the types of y p g yp
culturally modified forms of 
northern Garry oak ecosystems, 

b i ti i t dsome obvious practices, impacts and 
forms become apparent:forms become apparent:



1. sites of regular or seasonal 
habitation with accumulated 
d t it d di ti ti il hdetritus and distinctive soils such as 
associated with shell middens;associated with shell middens;

2 it f l di i d2. sites of regular digging and 
burning accessible to settlementsburning accessible to settlements 
and shore transport which would p
have involved various kinds of 
savannah and even on wetter sites;



camas and Lomatium nudicaule
habitat, on an old village site in the 
southeast corner of Beacon Hill 
Park Victoria 22 April 2004Park, Victoria, 22 April, 2004 





Lily Armstrong with her camas 
digging stick advising the Paschal 
Sherman Indian School, eastern 
Washington State



3. small islands where certain 
species were either absent or 
introduced such as where packs of 
th ti t l h i d dthe now extinct, long-haired dogs 
were placed and for examplewere placed and, for example, 
where browsing would have been g
curtailed;



4. sites with specific ecological 
conditions attracting specific 
h ti t d l tharvesting, management and plants 
for useful species as might be thefor useful species as might be the 
case with nettle, Urtica dioica, which , ,
was important material for the making 
of cord or the ‘Indian celery’, 
L ti di l a tonic andLomatium naudicale, a tonic and 
ceremonial plant today so oftenceremonial plant today so often 
associated with aboriginal sites;



Lomatium nudicaule, Belly-Rising-
Up, Tsawout Nation, Saanich, 21 
J ne 2004June 2004



4. steep south and south-west facing 
slopes above where there was 

l b i th t ld hregular burning that would have 
been transformed by the upwardbeen transformed by the upward 
movement of the heat of burning; g;

5 sites with particular spiritual and5. sites with particular spiritual and 
ceremonial significance which may g y
have been modified by intensive but 
infrequent human presence.



RAPID BIODIVERSITY 
APPRAISAL (RBA) FOR 
NORTHERN GARRY OAK 
ECOSYSTEMSECOSYSTEMS



Rapid Biodiversity Appraisal was 
first developed for relatively large 

h th A B iareas, such as the Amazon Basin, 
with hundreds and thousands ofwith hundreds and thousands of 
poorly documented ecosystems and p y y
species, and where rapidly expanding 
land use activities threatened the 
contin ed e istence of a host ofcontinued existence of a host of 
biological resourcesbiological resources. 



RBA methods were adapted fromRBA methods were adapted from 
broader bodies of knowledge for 
ecological impact assessment and 

l d f i di irelated use of indicator species.

RBA’s relevance to conservation of 
bi di it i t d ithbiodiversity associated with 
culturally modified ecosystemsculturally modified ecosystems 
remains poorly explored. p y p



Within the `rapid appraisal’ movement 
as a response to poverty, RBA for 
c lt rall modified Garr oakculturally modified Garry oak 
ecosystems could be viewed as part ofecosystems could be viewed as part of 
a strategy to confront the chronic gy
underdevelopment of aboriginal 

i i hi h h f bcommunities which has often been 
further compounded by loss offurther compounded by loss of 
knowledge of & links to traditional ow edge o & s o d o
sites. 



A more sardonic perspective might p p g
suggest that it is biologists and 
conservation planners who are 
under developed and our workunder-developed and our work 
requires better knowledge ofrequires better knowledge of 
culturally modified ecosystems. 



So before we might be able to g
quickly spend that million or ten 
million dollars for acquiring new 
habitat for protection it is prudenthabitat for protection, it is prudent, 
in deed necessary, to begin to askin deed necessary, to begin to ask 
researchers to answer ten or twenty 
questions related to assessing sites 

d b d l d f i fand broader landscapes for signs of 
possible aboriginal modificationpossible aboriginal modification. 



THE RELEVANCE OF GAP 
ANALYSIS TO CONSERVATION 
OF CULTURALLY MODIFIED 
AND LESS MODIFIEDAND LESS MODIFIED 
NORTHERN GARRY OAKNORTHERN GARRY OAK 
ECOSYSTEMS



The concept of “gap analysis” has p g p y
had a huge impact on conservation 
planning for biodiversity and related 
h bit t T l d t d ’habitat. To a large degree, today’s 
work in assessment and monitoringwork in assessment and monitoring 
of landscapes for biodiversity p y
conservation planning is largely 
within the gap analysis paradigm.







Certainly, a layer of spatial 
information related to aboriginal 
hi ld b i d i hhistory could be integrated into such 
an exercise for northern Garry oakan exercise for northern Garry oak 
ecosystems. The obstacle, until y ,
recently, was that the impacts of 
aboriginal communities and practices 

ft i d bi l i twere often viewed as biologists as 
difficult to confirm or classificationdifficult to confirm or classification. 



Often bountiful historicalOften bountiful historical 
information as been under-used.
And cultural factors were even often 

id d d l iconsidered deleterious to 
biodiversity rather than a distinct setbiodiversity rather than a distinct set 
of factors that could be maintained 
as part of an overall conservation 
strategy. 





Firth 2001 figure 1a Coded timber volume ratings for RMUs Yellow is highestFirth 2001 figure 1a Coded timber volume ratings for RMUs. Yellow is highest 
class, followed by orange



Firth 2001 figure 1b RMUs (orange) agricultural potentialg ( g ) g p



Firth 2001 figure 1c Overlap (green) of existing protected areas with RMUsFirth 2001 figure 1c Overlap (green) of existing protected areas with RMUs



Firth 2001 figure 2d d) portion of proposed set that overlaps with CNA priorityFirth 2001 figure 2d d) portion of proposed set that overlaps with CNA priority 
one areas



Firth 2001 figure 3 indictors & priority conservation areasFirth 2001 figure 3 indictors & priority conservation areas



Firth 2001 figure (black) 1e RMUs highest priority in the Conservation NeedsFirth 2001 figure (black) 1e RMUs highest priority in the Conservation Needs 
Assessment



PROSPECTS FOR BETTERPROSPECTS FOR BETTER 
ACKNOWLEGEMENT OF 
CULTURALLY MODIFIED 
PORTIONS OF NORTHERNPORTIONS OF NORTHERN 
GARRY OAK ECOSYSTEMS:GARRY OAK ECOSYSTEMS:

CRITERIA, FORMATS & 
INFORMATION



Mount Maxwell & Burgoyne Bay, Salt Spring Island May 2001





The outcome of a 
conservation planningconservation planning 
exercise involving 
federal and provincial 
agencies and Natureagencies and Nature 
Trust that did not 
involve the acquisition 
of all of the culturallyof all of the culturally 
modified and 
documented 
archaeological sites. g



This discussion embodies a simpleThis discussion embodies a simple, 
three-part solution for more 
comprehensive conservation 

l i f h G kplanning for northern Garry oak 
ecosystems First biologists andecosystems. First, biologists and 
conservation planners can focus on p
the information for identification of 
these culturally modified sites and 

ti f l dportions of landscapes. 



Secondly, these culturally modified y, y
areas can be mapped and related to 
the various other Garry oak 

t l ifi ti tecosystem classification systems 
currently being explored andcurrently being explored and 
applied.pp



Thirdly, gaps in various categories y, g p g
and viable areas can be identified 
through setting more precise 

ti l f h h bit tconservation goals for such habitat 
units combined with an analysis ofunits combined with an analysis of 
what is already in today’s protected y y p
areas.



CONCLUSIONS:
BETTER LINKING 
KNOWLEDGE OF 
CULTURALLY MODIFIEDCULTURALLY MODIFIED 
LANDSCAPES TOLANDSCAPES TO 
MONITORING THE 
EFFECTIVENESS OF 
BIOLOGICAL CONSERVATION



If biologists and conservationIf biologists and conservation 
planners in south-western British 
Columbia do not embark on new 
i iti ti i it i thinitiatives in monitoring the 
culturally modified aspects of Garryculturally modified aspects of Garry 
oak ecosystems, we risk two y ,
problems that could obstruct 
biodiversity conservation in the 
regionregion. 



With an overwhelming body of g y
ethnographic and historical 
information that confirms the 

i t f th lt llexistence of these culturally 
modification ecosystems to furthermodification ecosystems, to further 
ignore or neglect the nature of these g g
sites undermines credibility of 
researchers.



Secondly further ignoring theSecondly, further ignoring the 
cultural modification of ecosystems 
would set in motion adversarial 

l i hi d d llrelationships and new and well-
founded legal challenges by Firstfounded legal challenges by First 
Nations. 



And conservation planners andAnd conservation planners and 
restorationists have yet to work with 
aboriginal governments begin to 

h i f ( l llsupport the protection of (culturally 
modified) Garry oak ecosystems onmodified) Garry oak ecosystems on 
Indian Reserve lands. 
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